The Greatest Words
and Phrases of 2015 Anglophenia Ep. 45
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s
uEvEQPB1JQ#t=360

Language is always evolving, and words that have been in the common parlance finally shove their
way into acceptance from the linguistic powers-that-be. Which slang terms entered the dictionary
this year? Anglophenia’s Kate Arnell takes a look at the words and phrases that defined 2015!
-1- Watch the video and choose the best definition for each word or phrase in the table below.
Selfie stick
Awsomesauce
Hoverboard
Manspreading
Youtuber
Pocket dial

Phablet

Lolz

a)
b)
c)
a)
b)
c)
a)
b)
c)
a)
b)
c)
a)
b)
c)
a)
b)
c)
a)
b)
c)
a)
b)
c)

a software to put selfie updates on Instagram
a special device to extend smb’s reach
another way to express an acronym FOMO (‘fear of missing out’)
excellent
weaksause
disappointing
an ordinary skateboard
a special word to call October, 21st 2015
a self-balancing scooter board with two wheels which is the hottest toy of the year 2015
a feminist movement against men on public transport
when a man adopts a sitting position on public transport covering the adjusting seats
a special word to denote men with long legs
a frequent user of a video-sharing website
a full-time YouTube content creator
a frequent user of YouTube who uploads at least two videos a week
an awkward moment when you accidentally dial smb’s number when your phone is in
your pocket
a slang term used to mean an unintentional call placed from a cord phone
when you say smth terrible about other people not realizing that they are listening
a regular phone
a small phone with a screen size bigger than in a normal phone but smaller than in a
tablet device
a computing device with a very small screen
another word for ‘Scruble’ tournament around the world
a face with tears of sorrow emoji
an acronym for ‘laughing out loud’

-2- Watch the video and choose the word of 2015 according to …
 Oxford Dictionary. – Lolz / Emoji / Selfie-stick
 Collins Dictionary. - Bench-watching / Binge-watching / Bridge-watching
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